Name: _______________________________________

Addition Word Problems

Answer the questions. Show your work.

1. Gina picks 28 flowers.
   Hannah picks 36 flowers.
   How many flowers did they pick in all?

   Answer: ______________

2. Kyle has 45 rocks.
   Leo has 39 rocks.
   How many rocks do they have in all?

   Answer: ______________

3. Patty has 64 crayons.
   She buys 8 more.
   How crayons does she have now?

   Answer: ______________

   14 more fly in.
   How many ducks does Matt see now?

   Answer: ______________
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1. Gina picks 28 flowers.
   Hannah picks 36 flowers.
   How many flowers did they pick in all?
   
   Answer: **64 flowers**

2. Kyle has 45 rocks.
   Leo has 39 rocks.
   How many rocks do they have in all?
   
   Answer: **84 rocks**

3. Patty has 64 crayons.
   She buys 8 more.
   How many crayons does she have now?
   
   Answer: **72 crayons**

   14 more fly in.
   How many ducks does Matt see now?
   
   Answer: **43 ducks**